METHODOLOGY

The present study focuses on the plagiarism which is rigorous issue since long back time and the academic institutes and their libraries have to take lead to demonstrate the effective use of automated systems to reduce the rate of academic cheating. Ever-growing plagiarism activity in academic system effects on low quality output in innovation, growth and development of nation.

Proposed Research Method
To work on decided research topic scholar planned to study international and national cases of Government and University policies on prevention of plagiarism. This study planned to assess the effectiveness and importance of plagiarism prevention workshop & their tools in academic institution. The research scholar examines the behavior of scholars towards research integrity, attitude of higher body of the institution by enabling the robust sources to conserve the dignity of research.

Research Design
Research is basically studying the international and national cases to examine the activities conducted by government and educational institute to promote research integrity. Hence, it is one kind of Descriptive or exploratory Research. In which case study method follows and based upon the data comparative study can be done followed by the conclusion and suggestions.

Research Approach
The adopted study covers the international and national cases though the research approach justifies Quantitative as well as Qualitative studies.

Data Collection
To conduct this study scholar will use the primary source published by Government, Education systems & Universities for promotion of Research Integrity. Researcher also study library activities for prevention of plagiarism such as workshop and brainstorming,
training, counseling sessions etc. For further extension of studies scholars observed on implementation of policies at HEI and looking for effective policies and activities of libraries to promote integrity through questionnaire and interviews. Observatory scheduled will be prepared during the interview to observe the behavior of scholars. For secondary data, the researcher will take the aid of various books, newspapers, research journals, databases of government, published reports of organizations and annual reports of colleges and universities.

**Data Analysis**

The study opted on cases and activities of national and international policies by government, HEI, libraries for prevention of plagiarism among students. Study checked the validity of the objectives and hypothesis.

**Research Tools**

The research area of the present study will be in broader prospect, scholar planned to adopt questionnaire & interview tool and attempt maximum HEI libraries to find out the deployment of policies by institutions with respect to the UGC draft on Prevention of Plagiarism and promotion of Integrity. And studied, through libraries what kind of activities, tools, and workshop to be organized to promote integrity and ultimately to control over Academic plagiarism.
WORK PLAN

First Year
1. Completion of coursework
2. Review of Literature
3. Find out the research problem and title of the research
4. Finding objectives, hypothesis and research methodology

Second Year
1. Presentation of synopsis
2. Review of literature related to research topic
3. Pilot research
4. Presentation and publication of research papers in reputed national and international journals
5. Chapter wise writing of thesis and summary of thesis

Third Year
1. Finalization of thesis
2. Plagiarism checking
3. Pre-thesis presentation
4. Binding of thesis and submission in the university